
The CLF Xena is a compact RGBW LED fixture with an impressive 
output for indoor use. The Xena comes with a specially designed, 
smart housing and offers deep saturated, intense colours  due to 
the specially selected LEDs. The powerful LEDs provide extremely 
high  light output and ensure ‘flicker-free’  operation for all types of 
film and TV use. The fixtures comes with a 25˚ beam angle which 
is perfect for illuminating large surfaces but can also be used for 
effect lighting. The solid housing of the fixture makes it suitable for 
every rental stock.
Besides DMX control, the fixture can also be controlled stand alone 
or in master / slave mode. The Xena comes with pre-programmed 
macros.  All controls can be found in the menu on the on-board 
OLED display. The fixture has a double bracket so it can be placed on 

the floor or mounted 
to truss structures by 
using the unique CLF 
quicklock system. 
This hanging system 
is easy to use and 
time-saving. 
Standard the Xena comes with 5p XLR 
connectors, but it is easy to swap to 3p XLR using 
the supplied board. Available accessories are a detachable snoot, 
barndoor and a Wireless Solution W-DMX™ receiver. All in all, the 
CLF Xena is suitable for all demanding rental projects and fixed 
installations. 

xena
unique design
superior rgbw led fixture

clf xena
 » 25º BEAM ANGLE

 » RGBW COLOUR MIXING BEHIND THE LENS

 » DOUBLE BRACKET FOR FLOOR OR TRUSS MOUNTING

 » UNIQUE & SMART DESIGN

 » ‘FLICKER FREE’ OPERATION

 » POWERCON IN & OUT

 » INTENSE COLOURS DUE TO SPECIALLY SELECTED LEDS

 » WIRELESS (OPTIONAL)

FACTSHEET
DMX channels  4, 5, 8, 10 or 14 channels
Beam angle  25 º
Power supply  100 - 240 VAC
Power consumption  Max. 55 Watt
Cooling   Regulated low noise fan
DMX connection  3 & 5p XLR in & out
Dimensions   231 x 148 x 250mm (hxwxd)
Weight   3 Kg
Certification mark  CE
Article number  156150
Included items  Power cable
IP rating   IP22
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DMX Channels 4, 6, 10, HSV, HSI Channels

Beam Angle 15 - 30º (manual zoom)

Power supply 100 - 240 VAC 

Power consumption Max. 50 Watt

Cooling Convection / no blower

DMX connection 5p XLR in & out

Dimensions 312 x 250 x 108 mm (hxwxd)

Weight 5,5 Kg

CE, ROHS

Article number 156500

Included

SPECIFICATONS

        High Quality

     Inspire

  Reliability

Innovative

JUNO

CLF is a European brand that distinguishes itself through high-quality / innovative products. CLF products are unique because of its ex-

lighting solutions. CLF inspires & opens the eyes!

The CLF JUNO is the best option for in- and outdoor use, and completely wireless! This saves a huge ammount of time during installation. 

allows that the JUNO can be controlled via wireless DMX (and passes DMX on). The CLF JUNO is highly suitable for events, TV Shows, and 
rentall projects where connecting and taping many cables with several lenghts costs a lot of time and energy.

 

FEATURES

 
   manual operated & Master / Slave


